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The technique of gripping fabric edges using pin grips has been applied in several
studies of b i d mechanical behavior of fabrics. This paper presents a theoretical
study of the nonuniform stress distribution caused by the spacing of the grip
points. The theory leads to expressions of the shear strain in the fabric specimen
and the displacement of the grip points by which the tensile stress nonuniformity
caused by the grip method can be calculated. The analysis reveals important factors alTecting the stress distribution in a fabric specimen and provides design criteria for new instrument development.
INTISODUCTION

lthough the appljcations of woven fabrics have
increased, beyond traditional clothing purposes,
to industrial and composite areas because of the
unique performance of the material, our understanding of the mechanical behavior of woven fabrics is still
very limited.
Fabrics are typical porous media and can be treated
as mixtures of fibers and air,having no clearly defined
boundary and different from a classical continuum.
They are not homogeneous nor are they isotropic, i.e.,
their properties are very susceptible to loading direction. In other words, lhey behave very differently according to the direction of loading. Therefore, theoretical analysis of fabric behavior becomes very complex,
and experimental verification of theoretical predictions
is more critical than for other materials.
The tensile test is the most frequently employed experimental approach for the study of fabrics, including both uniaxial and lbiaxial extension. During tensile
tests, a fabric is stretched by gripping the specimen
edges using one of several methods.
Treloar (1)was perhaps the first to employ pin grips
in order to apply forces to a square sheet specimen as
illustrated in Flg. la. This method was later adopted
and modified by other researchers ( 2 4 ) and has
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recently been used to study the stability of fabrics
under biaxial stretching (5).
It is most desirable that the distribution of stress
and strain in the specimen be homogeneous, so that
one can infer the accurate stress-strain relationship
from the test results for the material. Unfortunately,
the stress distribution in the specimen is subject to
error because of the inhomogeneity of stress induced
by the clamps. This paper presents a theoretical study
of the nonuniform stress distribution caused by the
spacing of the grip points. The theory reveals important factors affecting the stress distribution in a fabric
specimen and provides some design criteria.
A new biaxial fabric tester developed by authors
based on the new theory will be introduced in a separate paper. This theory will also be useful when dealing with other types of biaxial fabric testers such as
the grab specimen (6,7)and the cruciform specimen
(8-11) using solid clamps, and also the technique
using segmented clamps (12-151 (see Flg. I], as well
as uniaxial fabric tensile testers.
THEORY

The following analysis should indicate the order of
magnitude of the effect of grip spacing on the stress
305
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Fig. 2. A stretched fabric specimen: [a)A fabric specimen
gripped at discrete points along opposite edges: (b) A yam
segmentfrom the stretched specimen.

Q. 1 . Diiment types of biaxial fabric testers: (a)Point gripping: (b) Grab test; [c)cluciiom test;(dl segmented clamps.

distribution in fabric testers that grip their specimen
with point grips. A more accurate result could be obtained, for example, using a finite element technique.
Figure 2a is a schematic diagram of a specimen that
is under a load regularly distributed along the specimen edges. The mean value of the uniaxial stress, u,,
equals the sum of the forces divided by the specimen
width. The coordinate system in x refers to the unstrained state of the specimen. The stress u, is applied at discrete points, spaced 2h apart. The tensile
stress in the horizontal x direction at points along section AA' will, by intuitive reasoning, be small at the
edges of the specimen and will approach the average
stress, o x ,towards the center.
The specimen is divided into horizontal strip elements of width k and the assumption is made that all
tensile forces act along the horizontal edges of these
elements. A further assumption is that yams, which
306

were initially straight in the y direction, deform into
the herringbone pattern of straight segments shown
in the Figure.
Now consider narrow strips, which include the section AA', delimited by pairs of section lines such as
BB', and CC'. In a continuum, the only way in which
tensile stress can be applied to these strips is by reaction to the shear stress along the section lines (BB'
and CC') at the edges of the strips.
Consider the piece of the specimen around the line
j = 1 in Rg. 2a, isolated by section line AA', and BB'.
Tensile stress along j = 1 is generated by:
1. shear forces due to shear in the herringbone elements.
2. the horizontal components of the tensions in the
inclined directions of the herringbone elements.
The latter effect is neglected in this analysis. The effect of this assumption will be that the predicted
stress distribution is more uneven than it would be
otherwise.
At the edges (x = w), the stress in the even (i.e.,j
e m )lines is 20, and in the odd lines it is zero.As one
moves toward the center, stress is transferred from the
e m to the odds,such that the sum is always 20,
The shear strain, 0, varies from zero at x = 0 (by
symmetry), to some positive value at the edge, owing
POLYMER COMPOSlTES, APRIL 1999, Vol. 20, No. 2
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to the cumulative difference in tensile strain between
the odds and euens. F%gure 2b illustrates an element
and its increase, di3 in 8. I t is assumed that 8 is small,
so that case 1. It follows that:

Similarly,

Substituting into Eq 1,
It is possible that 13 in a real fabric will become
large, so that fabric jamming may occur, which would
help the stress transfer. Additionally, the tension in
the element in the y-direction would then have significant effects.
The value of the forces F, due to the shear of the
element in Fig.2b, is:
F = rdx
(2)
where T is the shear stress. Assume that the material
has linear stress-strain properties, which is largely
true for the biaxial tensile case (5).with Young's modulus Ex in the x-direction, and shear modulus Gq
Effects in the y-direction, including Poisson's effects,
are neglected. Then from Eq 2,
GB
,&

IF=

The factor is because there are elements both
above and below the line.
euen lines:
1
&,(x
2

1
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i.e.:
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-de
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dw h2Ex

or, differentiating,

4Gxy

solution to this equation can
h2Ex
be found using standard methods:
Putting k

= -, the

(3)

Let the axial forces in the horizontal lines be given by
some functions Ad (A:) and A,,
(x).The equations of
equilibrium in the x-clirection of the ends of the element in Rg. 2b are:
odd lines:

-

i.e.:

+ dw) - A A X ) =

e = c 1 e a+ c,e - 6
At x

=
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0, whence c1 + c, = 0. i.e.,
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Note that at x = w, u,, = 20, and uodd= 0.
Substituting Eq 15 into Eq 9 and integrating,

At x

2GW0dw

(16)

and, differentiating Eq 16 and equating it to Eq 1
yields

=

w, uald = 0, whence:
c3 = - cosh (<b)

or
-

(15)

(19)

Substituting in the values of the constants, and
canceling common terms:

Integrating,
A M = -2GW Odw
Ad

represents the tensile force in a strip of width

h, so that the tensile stress is:
(+odd=

The shear stress follows:

-2Gql e d w

h

7

= Gqe =

Applying Hooke's Law,

cosh(

YE)

and the tensile stress
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The shear stress at the edge point x of the specimen
is given in Eq 2 1 as a function of

- uodd.

The total displacement of the grip points is given by:
2 w
u,dx
g =-

3.1 The Shear Streso Dietribation in the
Sphm

a

u..

I

h

/2w

Ic,'

It is thus clear that the term containing tanh is the
difference between the results with discrete grippoints and those with homogeneous strain, and this
term approaches zero as h approaches zero.
3 PREDICTIONS AND DISCUSSION

Details on the fabric specimen and specifications
used in this study are provided in Table 1. For a complete description of the specimen performance, various measured properties are shown in the Table,although not all data are used in the calculations.

-, the sample

dimension w and the spacing between grips h at a given
external tensile stress ox as also shown in Figs. 3 4 b,
and c. Note that all these figures are plotted relative to
the origlnal tensile stress uxapplied.
Figure 3a illustrates the distribution of the shear
stress along the fabric sample length and the effect of
the moduli ratio

where the factor 2 accounts for the total sample length
of 2w.
The average tensile strain E is obtained from

E

E,

while the parameters h and w

remain constant. The shear stress is the maximum at
the both ends of the sample, and descends inward
until the center where the shear stress diminishes. A
fabric sample with a higher

IE
~

value, usually mean-

ing a tighter fabric structure or hgher inter-yam friction, will have a steeper descending process.
The effects of the spacing h and sample size w a t
given

ratio can be seen in Figs. 3b and c, re-

spectively. It shows that a decrease in spacing h has
the similar influence on the shear stress as a n increase in sample size w; both lead to a more rapid descending in the shear stress.
It is also seen in Eq 21 that the shear stress T acquires the maximum value ,,T
at the both edges of
the sample where x = w , and this maximum value is
determined by the moduli ratio

and the ratio

W

- with the former having a dominant effect

h'
picted in Rg. 4. The 7-

Jp

value increases monotonically

Table 1. Specificationsof Fabrics.

~~~

~~

~

70% wool, 30% polyester
Plain
52 tex (weft & warp)
100 mm
1730lmeter
1970lmeter

~

Bending Stiffnesses
B, (warp)
By (weft)

6.93 x 10-sNn?/thread
1.20 x lOdNn?1thread

Young's moduli
Ex (warp)
E" (weft)

6450Nm-I
200ONml

Shear modulus Gv ,
Frictional shear restraint u0

30.1 Nm'
0.73Nm-I

Poisson's ratio
vv
V F
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. At the range where

is still sma~,

W

~~~

Material
Weave
Yam counts
Sample length (2w)
Warp density
Weft density

J?

I
I

I _

with

0.41
0.42

as de-

the ratio - , has some influence on the ,,T
h
W

and a greater - yields a higher.,,T
h

Once

beyond a certain value, the effect of

-

value
is

W

diminishes.
h
value means a more effective
Note that a greater,,T
tensile stress transferring, a more rapid shear stress
descending, and therefore a less complex stress field
in the fabric sample.
3.2 The Tenmile Streme Dietribastion in the
SpecimfSh
The tensile stress is built up with the assistance of
shear stress. The effects of important parameters on
its distribution can be seen from Fzgs. 5 4 b, and c for
the tensile stress uoddin Eq 22 in relative scale.
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h = 1.27 mm

I

1
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P

I

FQ. 3. Shear stress distribution on a stretshed f i r i c specimew (aj The shear stress distribution and the inJuence of the
moduli ratio

= 100 m m

I t is seen in the Figures that the tensile stress is
zero at both ends of the sample and ascends to the
maximum value at the center of the sample. If the
related parameters arc: in the proper range, this tensile stress can reach the level of the original tensile
stress ux applied. It c m also
~
be concluded from the
Figures that a tighter fabric with a greater moduli

ratio

E,

or a small spacing h or a larger sample

size w , will generate a more uniform tensile stress
POLYMER COMPOSITES, APRIL 1999, Vol. 20, No. 2

:

the shear stress distribution and the

injluence of the spacing of the grip points h: lcl The shear
stress distribution and the inJuence of sample size w.

distribution along the sample length. In other words,
if all other parameters are fixed, a small h value, i.e.,
more gripping points, leads to a more uniform distribution of tensile stress along the cross section AA' in
2a.

m.

3.3 Ths Mmplaeement of the Cirip Point. and
theERorAnalymim
It is clear in Eq 24 that the error e, the term containing tank caused by the nonuniformity of the
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tensile stress distribution is related to the two ratios
and

W

as illustrated in Fig. 6.

There will be less error in a tighter fabric, or a fabric
with higher internal friction, i.e., a greater
When fabrics are given so that

J%

E!

- is constant, the

nonuniformity in the sample can be reduced by either
narrowing the spacing between the grip points or by
choosing a longer sample.
The detrimental effect of the variation in stress
across the specimen is that it increases the displacements of the grip-points, which increases the estimate
of strain calculated from these displacements. The
total displacement of the grip points can be calculated
from J3q 23, and the effects of the important parameters on it can be deduced from Fig. 6 as well.
Furthermore, some specific values of the errors in
the estimate of strain. which would result from these

effects, and values of the shear strain at the edges,
are set out in Table 2 by using the parameters from
the actual fabric sample in Table 1. The analysis in
Table 2 confirms that the spacing of the grip-points
on some previous biaxial testers was too wide (2).and
suggests that a spacing of 1.27 mm (h = 0.635 mm) is
closer to the ideal.
We have noticed by actually examinhg the stretched
specimens that the shear strain between the grippoints does not approach the predicted value of 0.7
radian. While this could be explained by the occurrence of fabric jamming, there is another effect that
can be large at small grip-point spacing, viz, the effect
of the resistance to bending of the yams that are parallel to the gripped edge.
The order of magnitude of values of h for which this
yam bending effect is significant, can be estimated,
using classical beam theory. Figure 7a represents the
fabric near the grip-points, and Fig. 7 b shows a beam
that is equivalent to one of the yams parallel to the
gripped edge.
Classical beam theory (e.g., 16) shows that, under
some force F, the deflection, D, is given by:
D = -Fh3
24B

where B is the bending rigidity of the yam. The deflec-

Fh

tion due to shear alone would be -, where Gt is the

O X

Gt

fabric shear modulus per thread. The bending effect
will be comparable to shear deformation if:

0.04.

Fh
Gt

0.03.

- Fh3

24B

i.e. if:

E

0.02.

h=2 -

For the experimental fabric, the value of this expression can be calculated by using the data in Table
1 where Gt = Gw = 30.1 ,: B = B, = 6.93 X
N
M 2 / t h r e a d = 6.93 X
N r$ X 1730 rn-’ = 11.99 X
lo4 N m So the value h = 3.09 mm, close to the grip
spacing, which indicates that the tensile stress distribution in this fabric will be more uniform than Fig. 5
would predict.

0.01.

Table 2. Calculated Effects of GripPoint Spacing

Grip-point spacing (2h)

1.270 mm
(20 wiredin.)

2.54 mm
(10 wiredin.)

1Omm
(2.5 wiredin.)

error in strain in x-direction, as would be
estimated from the edge displacements

9%

19%

64%

shear strain at edge

0.70 rad

0.70 rad

0.70 rad

ox = 350N/m

310

(@= 214, w = 50 mm).
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1

Flg. 5. Tensile stress distribution on a stretched fabric specimen' [CJ lhe tensile stress distribution and the i n m e of the
moduli ratio

;[b) the

tensile stress distribution and the

injluence of the spacing of the grip points h. (c) The tensile
the injluence of sample size w.

stress distribution and

This analysis of yam bending rigidity effects is not
directly applicable to knitted fabrics, but the stress
distribution should be better in these fabrics, because

their

$$

ratios are higher than for woven fabrics.

If the woven fabric is mounted with its weft yarns at

POLYMER COMPOSITES, APRIL 1999. Vol. 20, No. 2

some angle a. to the row of grips, then analyses of the
two sets of yarns would be similar to the procedure
described above, but the expression h sin cto should
be substituted for h when analyzing the weft, and h
cos a. should be used for the warp, i.e., the stress disribution should be more uniform in woven fabrics
mounted at bias angles.
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e

=25

and reaches the maximum at the fabric center.
This maximum tensile stress value can be as
high as the original tensile stress oxapplied if all
the related parameters are at the proper levels.
2. The shear and tensile stresses, as well as the
total displacement of the grip points, are all the
functions of the moduli ratio

E,

the spacing

of grip points h and the sample length 2w. If
all other parameters are given, one can improve
the uniformity of the stress distributions and reduce the error caused by the grip points either
by choosing a tighter fabric or a fabric with
higher inter-yarn friction, or by reducing the
spacing of grip points or by increasing the sample length.
3. Although the maximum tensile stress is a constant equal to the original tensile stress ox applied, the maximum shear stress T,, is shown
to be determined mainly by the moduli ratio
4 CONCLUSIONS

PI

and the ratio

E X

Theoretical analyses of the stress nonunifonnity and
errors in the fabric point-gripping technique lead to the
following conclusions:
1. The shear and tensile stresses distributions
caused by the grips are nonlinear. The shear
stress is the maximum at the edges of the fabric
and reduces gradually to zero toward the center,
and the tensile stress is generated via the shear
stress and therefore is zero at the fabric edges

Fig. 7. Effects of yarn bending
rigidity: (3m U K l mfabric specimew (b))Equiualent
yam beam
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effect when ratio

fi

E
~

only has a marginal

is small.

4. The effect of bending stiffness of the yams in a
stretched fabric sample can alleviate the error

due to grip points.
5. Because of their low shear moduli, the proper
gripping of woven fabrics requires the grip points
to be spaced not further apart than a critical h

+
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value, for the faliric in Table 1 where sample
length 2w = 100, this value h = 1.3 mm. (or 20
grip points per inch). Grip point spacing is less
critical when woven specimens are mounted at
bias angles.
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